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A STUDY OF THE GERMAN SYSTEM OF EDUCATION FOR THE
AMERICAN EXCHANGE TEACHER
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Int:roduction tQ the Prqblem
The average American exchange teaeher knows very
little about the system of education in the country in
which he plans to teach.

He usually goes abroad with

several stereotyped ideas about his host country and
is bound to become rather confused.

If on the other

hand he prepares himself for his visit by making a
study of some of the basic principles and characteris•
tics of education in the country involved, he will
be aware of the differences between the schools of his
own country and those of his hosts.

Thus, when a

fellow German teacher talks of the Gymnasium, he will
know that this is a type of German high school and not
a large room in which pupils take part in physical
training.
In order to understand better the system of
education of any country the answers to several ques
tions should be asked:
1.

What are its aims of education?

2.

What are some of the forces determining i t ·s
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school policies?

3. What is the organizational structure of its
school system?
4.

What is the history of the development of

its educational system?
This thesis attempts to answer these questions as they
pertain to one particular country, Germany .

The answer

to question four determined the structure of this study ,
as the prese.n tation is historical in form .

The

ans~vers

to the first three questions are given as each period
is presented .
Statement of .Purpose
The writer at some. time hopes to be an exchange
teacher to Germany .

Thus this thesis will deal with

the problem of the information and attitudes which it
would seem desirable for the American exchange teacher
to have before going to Germany .
Statement of Assqmptions
Three basic assumptions are made:
1.

The present system of education in Germany

cannot be fully appreciated without a knowledge of what
preceeded it; for example, the plan for re-education
for democracy cannot be understood if a person does not

J
realize the implications and practices of the Nazi
system of education.
2.

The

~erican

exchange teacher will teach in

the American zone of Germany .

3.

The American exchange teacher will look at the

German system of education from the American standpoint .
That is , the American exchange teacher would look upon
the two-track system as undemocratic .

He will, however ,

be open minded enough to look for the justi£ications and
probable good points of the German system of education .

Tne thesis is divided into four periods .

The

information regarding the first three eras was gathered
mainly. from books and periodicals in the library.

The

information presented 1n the chapter dealing with the
period after 1945 is made up in large part from the
results of discussions with the group of German exchange
teachers and students who visited Oregon State College
during the fall of 1953 .
The thesis in many instances compares and contrasts
the German and American systems of education.

This

attempt at comparison is assumed to be a natural reaction
of most people visiting a foreign country.

Thus attention

is called to the almost parallel rise of the Activity

4

School in both Germany and America.

Theories are also

contrasted, as for instance the American doctrine of an
equal opportunity for all and the German principle of
an open road for the capable.
This thesis will present education in Germany as
the product or various forces, .the main ones being those
of caste, religion, nationalism and later democracy.
These forces determined the aims and consequently the
organizational structure of the schools of Germany.
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CHAPTER II
THE ENDURING PAST--GERMAN EDUCATION BEFORE 1918
Introduction
Tradition is an important factor in determining
current practices .
reform.

It is also, a form of resistance to

Thus in order to understand the present system

of education in Germany it is necessary to delve into
its past.

This ehapter is an attempt to bring out the

three great traditional forces in German education-
caste , religion and nationalism.

It will also try to

point out the recognition on the partof the Germans of
the need for reform to keep up with the changes of the
times.

Finally, it will give a brief sketch of some

or

the conditions just prior to the First World War.
Setting
Gei""m.any in the early twentieth century was a
successful nation .

German industry and commerce encircled

the globe; German city administration was recognized all
over the world as an unequalled model of civie efficiency
and integrity; German universities were highly admired
and ma.ny idealistic American students insisted on doing
their postgraduate work there; German schools were visited
by educators from all over the world to study the methods
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that seemed to give such effective and efficient results.
(13, p.4)

Germany had almost succeeded in stamping out

illiteracy in the empire.

(2, p.43)

Germany had

achieved greatness, and it felt that its system of
education was largely responsible for this success.
What were some of the characteristics of this system or
education?
The main characteristics of the German system of
education, its two track set up, its strict conservatism,
and its strong patriotism, may be brought out in dealing
with the forces behind these features--caste, religion
and nationalism.

Though in actual practice these forces

overlap and are inter-related, they will be dealt with
separately here.

The American exchange teacher coming as he does
from a country stressing equal opportunity for all will
pro·b ably be rather concerned about the traditional German
theory of social predestination and practice of the two
track system in education.

In Germany, the children of

the poor were entirely separated from those of the wealthy.
The former attended the Volksschule.

The latter had

private tutors or attended the Vorschule; later they went
to the Gymnasium, from which they proceeded to the

7
university.

A transfer from the upper grades of the

Volksschule to the Gxmnasium was almost unheard of.
This forked system in which two parallel types of schools
exist side by side but do not mix or transfer is known

as two track..
One purpose of education was to 'perpetuate the
status quo.

It was a primary duty of the Y:olkssehule, or

school of t he laboring masses, to instruct the pupil in
his social obligations, make him contented with his lot,
stifle his ambitions and explain to him that he occupied
a humble but necessary role in the industrial and social
order.

This feeling of suppression is clearly brought

out in a statement by Baron von Altenstein, the German
Minister of Education in the time of Frederick Villiam
III (1830).

He said "the program for education of the

common folk should not raise them out of the sphere
designated for them by God and human society.n

(35, p .434)

This is quite a contrast to the American version of
education as a means of raising the standard of living.
Religion
German schools, like the American schools, were
called into existence to support the tenets of the
Christian faith .

(48, p.l)

Religious instruction

formed the core of the German curriculum.

E'Ven the

8
seminaries for the training of teachers were profoundly
religious and disciplinary to guarantee a leader of youth
who was conservative and patriotic in character.

Local

pastors were the state approved inspectors who examined
and liee.n sed the teachers.

The church provided for the

education of poor children through its Sunday collections.
Each denomination--Protestant , Catholic or Jewish--had
its own school if there were sufficient children to
warrant a separation; if not, the children of all faiths
were housed in one school and the ministers of the · several
denominations gave religious instruction.

Thus differ

ences of faith were respected and the church formed a
vital part of education.
As time went on the influence of the church on the
schools began to weaken, as it did in America, though
probably· for different reasons and in differing degrees.
In America religion was taken out of the schools because
of our doctrine of separation of church and state and
also because of the vast number of different faiths
represented in this melting pot of nations.
the weakening

or

In Germany

church influence on the schools was

brought about in part by the

~rtGr

effe'.!ts of Germa.a

humanism and in part by the extreme emphasis on patriotism
•.

'

and national unity which wished to erase the differences
f.ntl~.rep.t

in .faiths
Vtith opposing doctrines •
I
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Encouraged by the ardent neo-humanist, Wilhelm von
Humboldt, head of the Bureau of ·Education (1808-1810),
the schools promoted the learning of general culture.
As pupils studied the writings of Goethe,. Kant, . Schiller
and Fichte, they found a tendency to replace the ecclesi
astical doctrine of atonement by the belief in the saving
quality of restless stri'Ving or Streberthum.

The

emphasis was put upon the essential goodness of all

i fe

and the importance of ideals, self· realization and the
fullest development of all human fac1l.l ties.

The inner

life of Germany became .s ecularized, the men \Vho shaped
spiritual ideals were philosophers, poets and artists,
and the church ceased for a while to be a moral leader .
Instead it sank down into the position of a defender of
creeds and attempted to combat the steadily growing
spirit of religious indifference.
Nation;a,lism
As the religious influence waned, nationalism
tended to become stronger because the eomm9n people in
their rather humdrum existence sought something above
and beyond themselves which would make life seem :;;.orth•
while.

Fichte advocated that the state be placed above

the individual and that the welrare of the nation must
always be his first concern.

•I

Thu~

the teachers or
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German schools were to inculcate upon their pupils' minds
a zealous love of and patriotic devotion to the Father
land.

The child was to be made to feel that the German

language was the most perfect of all languages, that
German literature was the most excellent of all liter
atures; patriotic songs or the Fatherland were to en
gender a common heart beat, poems were to be memorized
to inflame him with patriotic zeal , history was to
instill into youths a love of Fatherland rather than to
transmit truth .

Indeed, in an effort to strengthen the

inner unity of Germany,. German children were taught that
they were bounded by enemies on North 1 South, East and
West.

(35, p.437}
The American exchange teacher who comes from a

country vrhere the inhabitants talk of their Canadian
and South American friends and generally regard all
peoples as neighbors whom they wish to help, will find
it hard to ·b elieve that such things were.actually taught.
Americans generally do not claim much beauty for the
English language.

However, with a belief :tn the economic

and political importance of the United States they v1ould
like to see English become a universal language,

so

that

Americans would not have to bend to learn the language
or the country with which they are doing business.

Though

they already have their way to quite so.me· extent, their

11.

attitude may not be wise from the standpoint of profit ,
because a knowledge of the language and business habits

.

and resources of the nation or person

eing dealt with

aids in, to put it quite bluntly , _getting the most out
of him.
Americans are very humble in regard to their lit
erature and it is quite characteristic of the . educated
American to study and discuss Latin, English or German
authors in preference to those of his own country
clearly brought out in Emerson's The

~~erican

3S

is

SchoJAt.

The "Star-Spangled Banner" does not seem to arouse the
emotionalism in Americans that Germans feel in singd.ng
"Deutschland, Deutschland uber Alles", nor does the
0

1Udn1ght Ride of Paul Revere" arouse in the average

1\merican schoolboy the emotions the German child has
instilled into him with the "Vlacht am Rhine''.

Our

history, however, though it aims at an objective state
ment of facts and a fair interpretation of information,
does tend to twist and color the American pattern so
that its past actions are beautified and justified, as,
.

.

for example the various conflicting accounts of the
treatment of the Indians and the Pocahontas story.

Exnerimontstion
As the

~

Reform

A~erican

exchange

tcach~r

thinks over these
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characteristics of the German system of education, he
will no doubt strongly disagree with several of the
traditional practices .. He may wonder whether Germany
has tried any other methods and if so, why more changes
were not made.
of 1806..

He should be familiar with the reform

Here he can see clearly how a change in the

aims and methods of education can alter the outlook of
a people .

Here also is a precedent which should be of

special interest to Amer ica, which at present is trying
to bring forth a Germany of new hopes and ideals by
altering its system of education.
The Practical and Independent Individqal
Prussia had been defeated by Napoleon at Jena in

1806.

The Prussians made up their minds that they would

in some way prepare themselves so that they would never

again experience such a humiliating defeat.

Ficbte

recommended that a change in the system of education,
basing the new form on Pestalozzian methods, should help
to bring about a stronger, better generation of leaders .
Fichte suggested that a group of young teachers be sent
to study under Pestalozzi ·, then already known as a
liberal educator fired with the idea of helping the
lower classes to improve their way of living.. Pesta
lozzi's enthusiasm was contagious , and these teachers
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went about developing his methods in their schools-
helping the children to understand 'that they were study
ing, to learn about the life around them, to use their
own minds

nd to learn what vmuld have practical value

for them in daily life.

These methods were quite a

contrast to the usual one-s practiced elsewhere--the
memorization without understanding and the verbalization
of content \'lith little or no ::'leaning for life .

This new method of teaching wa s successful enough
to warrant the establishment of several teachi..r1g semin
aries or normal schools at which tea.chers were prepared
to use these techniques.

It v1as these teachers that

Horace Mann was so enthusiastic about when he visited
Prussia in 1843; indeed he decided that Pestalozzi's
ideas could very successfully be put to use in American
schools .

In Prussia, the Vol}$sschule greatly improved and
the generation taught by these new methods tended to do
independent thinking and challenging of contemporary

conditions.

Thus the people eventually stirred up to

the liberal .Revolution of 1848.

Unfortunately Frederick

William IV's army finally managed to put down the
Revolution.

Furthermore to prevent any more similar

uprisings be told them that they and they alone were
to blame for al 1 the misery which the Revolution had
't\
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brought upon Prussia .

Therefore be decided to remake

the normal schools , reducing everything previously
taught as theory of education , didactics, anthropology ,
or psychology to simple instr uction in school knowledge ,
arid also reducing "CJ:1ristian Knowledge" to "Instruction
in the Catechism 11 based on a carefully worked out

summary statlng word for word 1hat the teacher was to
teach her pupils .

Frederick 'iVilliam based his chE.nge

on the theory that the

man·'·<~rho

dangerous, thus establishing

~

thinks too much is
system whereby neither

the teacher nor the student was required .o r even allowed
to think for himself ,. or if he did , he was not to express
it openly .

This early attempt at i·eform was effective

in that it produced young people who challenged and tried
to change conditions which subjugated a large part of
the population to a position of serfdom.

Due to the

repressive attitude of Frederick William IV, however ,
the reforms in Prussian education were short lived .
The Technical Knowl edge and Moder n LQ.nggS!ge Systtm
During the latter part of the nineteenth century
Germany again felt the effects of a School Reform
Movement .

It had been initiated in theory

by several

university professors, among them Paulsen and Rain, and
had been direct€d into legislative channels at the
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instigation of Emperor William II.

Many Germans felt

that the forcing of a study of the classics and the
ancient world on all pupils was intellectual tyranny .
Only those who had a special bent in that direction
should devote themselves to these studies .

On the other

hand , it was important that all pupils be made to feel
intellectually at home in their own country and among
their own people .

Thus they were to know the history

of their mother tongue , be familiar with the great epochs
of their national development and

b~

well acquainted

with the language and literature of those countries
which had had a great influence on their nation's history .
Actually a knowledge of German, English and French is
far more important to the average German student than
Latin or Greek .

Several educators also realized the

rapidly growing importance of technical knowledge .
These three new emphases in education, science , modern
languages and a study of their own nation formed the
basis of the RealschuleQ.
The advocates of these s.e hools claimed that
allegemeine Bildung or general culture was not necess
arily attained just through the classics .

The Gymaasigm

on the other hand insisted upon a thorough and extensive
study of Latin and Greek for college preparation.

With

the abolishment of the university entrance eiams in 1834
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the leaving examination1 of the Gymnasium was the only
gateway to the university.

Thus for a long time the

graduates of the -R ealschulen found the entrance to most
social and professional privileges closed to them.,
only privilege

The

they shared with the graduates of the

Gymnasium was the reduction of army

ser~ice

from the

usual three ye.a rs to just one year.
This conflict between the classical and the modern
emphasis in education was heatedly debated.

It finds

somewhat of an American parallel in the arguments between
the advocates of the Latin Grammar School and those of
the l\cademy.

Finally Kaiser William II met in an .ad

ucational conference to

discu~s

the question at issue .

He gave his support to the new methods and ideals.e

IIe

opposed the traditionalism of the Gymna.s.ium with the
statement that it was the duty or German schoe>ls to
educate national young Germans and not Greeks and Romans.

(59, p.l88)

He stressed the importance of preparing

youth for practical pursuits and national defence and
making Germany the central point about which all their
1. Every student who wished to graduate from
the Gymnasium and who planned to continue his education
at the university took a comprehensive examination
in all school subjects at the end of his last school
year. A certificate of success enabled him to matric
ulate at any university.. The examination is known as
the Abitur in Germany and as the Mat;ga in Austria.
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interests and endeavors turned.

This point of view

gradually brought about the abolishment of the Latin
essay in the final examination of the GYmni§1um.

French

was introduced into the schools before Latin and in
creasing attention was given to German .history and
literature.

Finally, schools without Greek, the Ii§U

gymuasish and schools without either Latin or Greek,
the Oberrealschulen, were admitted to the same standing
with the Gymnasia.
The Learning by Doing Method,

(The Arbe1t§chule)

Thus Germany in the early 1900's had caught the
spirit of change and reform.

The advocates of the

Realsehulen did much to change the content of the
curriculum.

Dr. George Kerschensteiner aimed at alter

ing the methods of teaching.. He felt that the practical
experimental spirit of modern times rejected the dog
matic s pirit of the lower schools..
about learning by doing.

He wished t-o bring

He therefore eml;>odied his

ideals in the Arbeitsschul,e or Activity school.

This

experimental school should be of special interest to
the American Exchange Teacher because it almost parallels
the beginnings of the Activity School in the United
States under the leadership of J'ohn Dewey,

Time and

again it seems as though in many parts of the world

'
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cultures which are at the same levels seem to feel a
need for a certain type of change and come to the same
conclusions as to the best way of meeting it.
General Pre-War Conditions
Germany at this time was rapidly becoming

in~

dustr1a11.zed and with this industriali.zation a new
middle class was created which came to regard the in
stitutions of higher education as a means to the
attainment of social and economic advantage.

Many

attended the universities, with the result ,that the
annual output of young men highly equipped with all
the ~knowledge

which -books can teach was far greater

than the number of vacant places \Vithin the sphere
of the empire which they would be competent to

fill~

Germany was faced with the problem of the unemployed
educated.

Germany is a nation in which a man· is

judged by the position he holds rather than by his
personality, and where to descend one or two rungs of· .
the social ladder to obtain a position would mean R
lowering of self esteem and a loss of caste with his
..

former fellows.

Rather than do this, many preferred

to drift about and become a burden on parents and
friends.

Others stepped down to lower pnsitions, but,

misplaced and dissatisfied, became an intellectual

19
"proletariat" which

furnish~d

the

S~cialist

editors, agitators and party manager-a.

party with

This growing

unrest. together with the intense patriotism and nation
alism taught in the schools was the breeding ground ot
military ideas and war feeling. a feeling of the need
for national self preservation and an ever ready defiant
assertion of German power.
'rb.e exchange teacher should look upon Germany a,s
more than just a militaristic nation.

Rather he Should

try to get at some of the baaic reasons behind her wars 1
because only as the underlying causes are understood ean
the results be prevented.

As these causes are studied

it becomes strikingly apparent

hat a major role educa

tion plays in shaping the life of the individual and
the destiny of a nation.,
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CHAPTER III
THE PERIOD OF THE WEIMAR REPUBLIC (1919·1933)--AN
ATTEMPT AT

DEMOCRACY

A knowledge and a11 analysis of the general con
ditions and educational practices during the Weimar
Republic should prove· both usefUl and interesting to
the: American exchange teacher because it will serve to
answer at least in part four basic questions which he
can hardly help but ask.

First:

What kind of an ed

ucational system brought forth the generation that
believed in .and supported Hitler?

Second:

Were demo

cratic practices actually used in the schools of the
Weimar Republic?

Third:

practices so short lived?

Wby were these democratic
Fourth:

r1hat type of an

educational background do the American exchange teacher's
fellow teachers in Germany have?

The answers to the

second and third questions are especially important
because the United States is at present trying to per
meate the German way of life with democracy and an
understanding of the reasons for former failure should
help the American Government to av.o id many past mistakes.
The answer to the fourth question should also be of
interest.. Some of the American exchange teacher's fellow
teachers in Germany will have been students during the
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Weimar Republic; others may have taught during that
period.

It is hard for all but the rather open-minded

teachers to alter their methods of instruction from the
Even if they change, some under

ways they were taught.

lying patterns and streaks of thought are still the same .
It is difficult to change a philosophy of life or teach

ing just because the government has changed, and if it
changes three times in

a

lifetime most people will pre.f'&r

to stick to and practice their ·own way with a slight
surface adaptation to suit the authorities so that they
can kee p their jobs.
These .four general questions serve to show the
importance of this chapter.

They bring out several

more specific questionsJ
1.

What was the general post World War I atmos

phere- in Germany?
2.

What changes were made in the administration,

organization, teacher training system and learning
situation or the schools?

3. What was the Youth Kovement?
§etttng
In order to understand the educational changes
and general educational outlook during the Weimar period

22

it is important to catch something of the general atmos
phere during the post- World War I years.

The effects

of war and starvation left the German with a picture
of general misery , foreign oppression, nationai dis
integration and decay.

The present for many was too

awful to face; therefore they lived- either in the shades
of the· past or looked hopefully toward the unborn fu:r-ms
-o f the future.

or

those looking to the past for a

solution to their problebs , Oswald Spengler well pre
sents the general atmosphere of resentment and despair
in his book Untergang
Occident.

(53)

~

Abendlandes, or Doom Q(

~

His thesis was that each individual

culture completes its

o~~

circle of life separately

from infancy to manhood , senility and utter extinction.
He saw a precedent for the Occident in the history of
Greece and Rome and felt that the only hope of the
f-uture lies in a new Caesar or ·a generation of Caesars
able to weld all the forces of civilization into one
mighty mechanism which will keep .automatically in motion
until it wears out..

~~.

is_ the doom _ of

tion to watch itself die.
much to the health of the

e~~(3,ry

civiliza

This idea did not contribute
Germ~n

way of thinking, but

it certainly prepared the ground for a Hitler, a type
of Messiah who would once more lead Germany into a
position of glorious leadership ..
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The traditional German aim at l eadership was in
tensified by their feeling that they were being morally
boycotted by the rest of the world, iith war hatred
merely replaced by indifference to their efforts at
reconstruction.

They felt keenly the tariff barriers ,

established by the very countries to which they owed
re parations~

Inflation and the stabilization of the

currency meant the liquidation of savings for the middle
class and bariliruptcy for

n~ny

industrial concerns with

the chain reaction of mass unemployment.

After World

War II the United States did a great deal to ease at
least part of this same type of tension and depress;ton
by the interest they have shown in the reconstruction
of Germany and in the teacher and student exchange
program whereby goodwill is

ostered .

The Germany of post World War I days , however,
was not entirely overcast with gloom and despa+r .

The

German virtues of a love of work', a will to succeed and
an· interest in the affairs of the spirit gave r-orce to
their. attempt at national r.ecovery.

They saw in educa

tion a solution to their problems , because here was a
way not only to improve themselves and raise their
social prestige, earning power , and general understanding ,
but also a method of shaping the type of a future gen
eration they desired .
I

The era is thus_ marked by an
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almost feverish thirst for learning in which no priva
tions or hardships, no unheated rooms, no l ack of light,
no empty stomacks, no threadbare clothes could damp en
the enthusiasm with which these youths plunged into
intellectual pursuits--many to study the teehnieal and
exact or practical sciences, although some also stu
the humanities.

ed.

It is important that the exchange

teacher realize this overwhelming respect for learning
because these students of the 1920's are the parents
and teachers of today.
Chan,ges Proposed

The First World War and the Revolution in Germany
which ended it gave the Germans an opportunity to make
a new st art in education.

Their first step was to

analyze the traditional sch ool..system to discover some
of its

stren~ths

and weaknesses.

In accordance with

the ideals of democracy, newly acquired by the Germans,
in which those who are affected by a given set of
practices are to ht:rve a voice in settlng up the policies,
educators sought suggestions for improvement from
teachers, p arents and pup ils.

Then,. in the form of the

constitution and other school plans they formulated
theories as to nev1 ide als and methods at which they
could aim.

They put these concepts to practice in a
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large number of experimental schools.

Gradually Inany

of these theories were applied in the regular schools .
This is in keeping with the general practice of gradually
accepting idea.s lNhich a few years be.fore \vould have been
regarded as radically progressive .
Admiutstration
Before the days of the Weimar Republic eaeh of
the twenty six federal sta tes in the German Empire had
its own school system and la\VS just as is the case in
the states of the United States.

The only influence

on education exercised by the Reich of 1871 was indirect.
It was fairly poverful in establishing a uniformity

or

standards through its classification of higher institu
tions with respect to their facilities for educating
persons who might enter the military service.

The

Weimar constitution on the other hand made definite
provisions for education..

These provisions , however,

were general principles and standards which could be
used as guides and adapted to the individual locality.
Parent~

Formerly the only function of parents as far as
the school \Vas concerned was to sec to it that the
children came to school regularly.

•.

After the establishment
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of the Weimar Republic many schools started a parents•
council, known a• an Elternhaus or Elternbeirat.

These

groupe met with the principal and teachers and presented
the views of parents upon such matters as school manage
ment and educational needs in general.

The members of

this council were elected on the basis of one parent for
eve~

fifty

ehi~dren

in the

schoo~~

This select repre

sentation is rather different .from the American concept
or a Parent Teacher Association meeting in which all
parents are free to partie.i pate,
Students

Many of the leading educators felt that if the
German people were to rule their own country, it was
neces.sary that the children learn to rule themselves
in their own schools.

Practical politics on a small

scale · Should be useful in l a ter life.

This idea of

Student Self-Government was not wholly new, but the
change in governments brought about b y war and revolu
tion gave an opportunity for budding ideas to blossom
forth.

In some schools a ttspeaker"--probably comparable

to the American class president--was elected by each
class every half year.

He, together with the other

officers of the cla ss., constituted the class committee
who, together with the faculty advisor, met at least
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once a month to discuss matters of interest to the class
in particular or to the school in general.
This training apparently ' was effective because
the 1927 elections and :referendums called out voters
in large numbers.

.

They were always remarkably quiet

and orderly. ''' Usually the percentage turnout · i'ar sur

passed that of the United State s, a traditionally demo 
cratic .country.

(13, p . lGO)

Perhaps this can be

explmned by the novelty of a newly won privilege.

Another admirable application oi' the basic c oncepts of
de.m~acy

was the r.>.tmosphere of the voting regarding the

proposed sequestration of the estates 'for ·al l the forme r
royal and princely dynasties in June of 1926 .

l

Though

a heated campa ign had preceeded it 1 the voting day it

self led to no serious disturbances anywhere .

The

results were accepted with calm submission to the wib
of the voting majority.

Americans have often pointe d

proudly to this same attitude on the part• of their

people tn the American presidential elections .
Organization

In order to understand some of the suggestions
for the re-organization of the basic school system some
of the practices prior to 19.20 must be pointed out.
German schools had the rather ineff icient and
....,_ .

..,,

.
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expensive practice of

~stabliahing

every new course or study.

a new school for

T.hey did not put classical
..

and scientific course s in the same instit'iltion nor allow
pupils to elect subjects in -either course .

Thus there

existed the Qympasium! the Realgymnasium, and the

~

realschule . - This practice would seem ra ther strange to
the American exchange teacher .whose home high school
probably offers languages, both ancient and modern ,
mathematics and science. and business and trade classes
•",; l

all under one rooft with many students taking a course
in each of these varied fields.
Most Ge:rman schools were tuition schools because

the German government, like most other European govern
ments; did not fe.e l able to support a costly educational
system entirely from public funds .

Therefore, instead

of taxing all the people for the entire cost of the
secondary schools which were used by only a fraction ot
the population, they required a tuition fee; which ie
regarded as a form of tax to be pa.id only by those
directly benefited.
but unable to

~y

If a ehild were superior in ability

the fee , he was to receive financial

aid in the form of a scholarshiP•

T.he German govern

ment felt justified in impo81ng this financial barrier
on al1 but the most capable because it helped to cut
down

~he

free flow of children into the secondary

.-,
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schools.

This in turn low·ered the number of well..;.

educated people seeking the limited amount

or

work

requiring their specialized training .
· The American exchange teacher will do well to
remember that in the United States, too, many pupils
are held back in the schools and off the labor market .
Thus in America everyone is educated and then held back
or . jobs

~recreated

made to adjust s

for him.

ply a:1

In Germany an attempt is

demand .

Of course in America

there is an entirely different attitude toward non
white collar work, and the average college graduate is
not ashamed to tackle a menial job as long as the finan
cial compensation makes up for the lowered dignity.
Another characteristic of German school organiza
tion was that there were two distinct types of schools ..
The one was a school for the masses who attended eight
years of the Volksschule and possibly went on to some
form of part time trade or vocational school.

The other

as for the elite, who a ttend e d the Vorschule, or p:r_ivate
preparatory school and then entered .the- Gymnasium or
RealschuJ.e from which they p_roceeded to the university .
A.

transfer from one type to the other was alruost unhear d

of until the period of the

~eimar

Republic .

.This again

is rather hard for the American exchange teacher to under
stand since he comes from a country with but one basie

.·.
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school system, even though it be of various forms, such
as the different plans for elementary school, junior
high school and senior high school or the simpler ele
mentary school and high school.
Another traditional practice of the German schools
is that of making a child, or at least his parents and

teachers, decide rather definitely when he is ten which·
route he intends to fcllov1 in his f urther education .
If the parents arc not

rat~eT

wealthy and the child is

not superior enough to obtain a scholarship, the only
al'~ernat ive

in the form of' a non-tuition schooling

available to him is the four upper grades of the Volks
schule.

The decision prior to 1920 was especially hard

because once the pupil had entered· the upper Volksschule
he could not transfer to another

sc 1o~l

without starting

from the very beginning of the secondary school.
The t1o-track system definitely did not fulfill
the requireoents of democracy.
gestions were made :

Therefore three sug

The abolislunent of the Vorsehule

and the establishment

or _the

Einheitss.ehuJ:e and the

AufbauschuJ.e.
The government never had really appt-oved

or

private schools, except for girls , beeause they pre
ferred to keep control
of the nation.

or

the education

or

tho manhood

The Vorschulen were abolished, and all
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children were required to attend the Grw1dschule for
four years.

In this way it was ho ed that children fro.m

all types of bac -grounds vwuld mingle and come to
appreciate rather than look down upon one another.
law

\'las

The

never carried out because there were not enough

Grundschulen.

This case has somev'hat of a parallel in

the United States.

Though many disapprove of the

parochial sc ools, our public schoo s could not possibly
acco~odate·

all tje parcial school pupils should some

law suddenly close down these schools.
In the establishment of the Einheitsscijgle 1 many
teachers hoped to see a tmified school system in which
pupils could move either horizontally or vertically from
one .school to another .
The Auf"bauschqle was an attecpt on the part of
educators

t~

solve the problem of the latently intelligent

pupil who at ten did not show much promise due to slow
development.

Thus he rnade the decision to remain in

the Vol-sschule.

Yet in earl

show superior ability.
the Volksschule, the

adolescence he began to

For these gifted stuQents

Aufbauscljul~

was

or

est~bl~~l}ed ..

Pupils could enter here aftel' their seventh sehool year ,
taking a course corresponding in general standards to
that of the German Oberschule, that is, slightly below
the Gym.nasium.
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Many of the new theories in education were tried
out on a small scale in the experimental schools.

Before

the war experimentation in education was fairly much
limited to pedagogy and the materials and methods

or

instruction, with only a little attention to the general
school atmosphere.

After the war, however, educators

felt that the school was an institution which could
reshape society and thus regarded the whole of social
life as their domain.

This concept gave rise to ex...

perimentation w.i th the Gemeinschaftsscbu:&en or commUhity
schools which placed a social education above every
other goal, blotted out subject lines, ignored district
boundaries, tore down time schedules, made· humanitarian
ism the core of religious teaching, and, in its extreme ·
forms allowed the child to choose his own teacher and
direct his own work or study.

The change from repression

to uncontrolled freedom wa·s too sudden, and the immediate
result was chaos.

Gradually the balance was restored,

many of the new ideas being retained and even being
adopted by the schools in general.

Among these adopted

concepts was that of emphasizing the social development
of a child rather than putting the entire emphasis upon
subject matter as had been done before.

So many new

ideas were presented that the very frequency of the
challenge to argument blunted general opposition and
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many reforms crept into common practice almost unnoticed
by the general public .

Thus the mass of schools moved

steadily but quietly in the · same aireetion as the expe-ri
mental schools.
Teacher Training
'l'he governmen·t realized that all school reforms
stand or fall with the teacher and

therefor~

for their careful selection and preparation.

provided
This was

especially important because once the teacher starts
teaching his own class he can do with it almost. anything
he wants to, since school supervision in Germany deals
with administrative detail rather than with teacher
guidance ..

This attitude toward a teacher•s independence

of action still holds in Germany and should be of
particular interest to the American exchange teacher;
who may find in this p;nactioe an explanation for the
reluctance that others may have in "interfering" with
a teacher's methods.

Basically, this theory hol.da to

some extent. in the United Statest but American pupils
in general will not put up w1 th jus·t anything and are
rather generous with their criticisms.

American

teachers in general must satisfy their public; other
wise their contracts are not renewed b y the school board.
'fhe main recommendation made was that the training
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of elementary school teachers be improved by rounding

it on a secondary and university

~ducati-on

rather than

on a mere completion of the !21k:Jselmlft and normal school
as it had been.

In this way the teachers destined ror

the two types or schoolB would no longer live in two
different worlds but would meet on common ground for·

at least a part

or

their training period and work

together on the problems of a united profession.

Thfl 1920's saw a gradual. change in the entl.r e

atmosphere and physical surroundings

or

the classroom.

In place or the drabness, the rows or desks and white

washed wi.ndows, emerged eolorfttl walls, work tables,
·c ircles of chairs and windows that pupils eould see
through.

!he gate and high wall surrounding the school

· reminding pupils and parents alike th.a t an official

permit was reqttired for the former to leave, the latter
to enter, remained, not as a warning but as a meaory.

The schools of Germany had .been aeeu.sed of teaeb.
ing meehanically and striving for an eneyalopedie

knowledge on the part of pnpils .
expected to be able to rattle

-

--

-

~---

- - --

--

orr

~--- - ---

That is, pupils were

a list

or

-----

dates and

----

-
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events. or books and their authors .

An attempt was made

to alter the methods of teaching.

Spontaneous discussion

between pupil and teacher was to be encouraged in prefer
ence to the former rather dogmatic question and answer
Emphasis was to be put on the cultural value

~et~od .

and application of material learned.
matics

a

light

or

Thus in mathe

study ·o f the circle might bring in the side
the value of the wheel as against a rectangular

piece of wood in speed and uniformity of movement!'>
Whenever possible these applications were to be taken
from the usual surroundings of pupils rather than ·rrom
artificial settings.

Throughout, the teacher was to

stress the intellectual inaependence of the pupils.
The traditional German teacher has also been
aceused of teaching as though the mind were divided
into compartments, and in addition each study pulled
in a different direction.,

Thus history was taught

separately from geography,. the one claiming natural
cycles as determining the destiny of mankind, the other
stating that natural surroundings and resources
mined his success or failure.

dete~

The standard Richtlinien

issued by Prussia suggested that .s ubjects be correlated
as much as possible..
Curr1cu1um
Curricular offerings were also altered.

The trend
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toward allowing electives increased.
history presented a problem.

The teaching of

The German seeks for

justification in his history and after World War I many
teachers felt that i f they could say nothing against
the new form of government, neither would they say any
thing for it.

Thus it was hard to achieve the aim of

the reformed school..

This \Vas that humanity , personality

and sound nationality be taught by trying to keep the
young Germans' love of country alive , but not blinding

them to their faults nor concealing the merits of' other
countries.

It is the teaching of history, in which all

things German were glorified , and all else denounced or
~gnored

by the conservative nationalistic teacher, that

the groundwork was laid for the blind acceptance and
following of' Hitler's promises of greatness for Germany ..
Another change in curricular offerings took plaee
in the physical education program.

Physical training

in the old schools was a matter of drill and discipline
in which ten minutes a day were spent on the school
courtyard in regular school clothing doing calisthenics.
With no showers or gym suits the pupils r-eturned to their
classes hot and uncomfortable.

But the Kaiser vlith his

introduction of various _forms of

sp~rts

and team games

had aroused the enthusiasm or·- youth for physical · educa
tion.

The schools ·o f the Weimar Republic aimed at
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developing social spirit, cooperative effort and health
in their physical education activities .

But here again

the nationalistic teacher saw it instead as the
ment of the strong soldier .

develop~

There is a saying that the

battle of Waterloo was won on the playing fields of
Eton, implying that the teamwork and physical fitness
developed in Engli.s h boys at school aided them as
soldiers.

The basic truth of this statement could well

be applied also to German youth who were schoolboys
during the Weimar Republic but who later fought in
Hitler's battles .

'Tbe Youth Movement
The love of sports and · outdoor life extended
beyond the physical training program of' the schools in
the form of the Youth Movement . . It bad started before
World War I but increased tremendously in size after the
war .

It formed an especially important group because

Hitler later won a large part or these youths over to
his ideals, and with the youth of the nation at his
~ ·

se·rvice , he became powerr-ul indeed •.
The germ of the youth movement

start~d

in the free

fellowship and appreciation of natural beauty of a group
of poo'l' boys who called. themselves the Wandery§gel and 
who insisted on being led by youths rather than adults .

3?

They hoped that the movement would grow to include all
levels and. that it would

unit~

the young people of the

n~tion

in common pleasures and purposee which were above

caste.

They based their rituals on the ancient springs

of German culture. the Teutonic tribal traits and
peasant customs.

They sought their "nests" or club

houses in shelters 'iilhich grew out of their settings
and which played a part in local h1story-... a former
cloister, a lonely farmhouse, a proud castle.

They

insisted on high standards of conduct, opposing the use
of alebholic · drinks and often even ot: tobacco.

Many

German teachers have pointed out that this group did
wonders in restoring the moral caliber of German youth.
which only recently had spent their universit;y days in
drinkfng beer and fighting duels,. many even seeking a
slash upon the cheek as a mark of social prestige.

(lt p.90)
The teachers realized the drawing power of the
Wanderlust and took advantage or the German school
custom of a week's holiday during early spring and fall
·w hen outdoor life is most alluring to take their pupils

for a etay in the country.

They traveled third class,

brought sand idhes from home and stayed a t the Sehul
landheim or countr-y school home at an average cost of
about sixty cents a day.

If pupils could not afford
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this they were helped out by class funds or by the
parents' associations .

It provec:i to be a good exper

i ence in citizenship for them because they came to
realize the need of adjusting 1;o
for example- city children

~heir

new neighbors;

ere made to realize how

thoughtless it was to run across newly planted fields .
Other teachers took their pupils on extended journeys,
thus starting the idea of the Jugendherberse or a chain
of inns especially

fOl"

classes taki.ng such trips .

These

hostels for youth are somewhat like the American Auto
mobile Association_. the difference in the meaning of'
these two symbols being a difference between travel and
recreation in Germany and in the United States.

The

Al:nerican exchange teacher will no doubt have several
opportunities to take part in these excursion:s and to
catch something of the romantic atmosphere of' the
rituals , the singing and the overall appreciation of
natural beauty..
This chapter haa attempted to show wh t changes
arose out of the opportunity for a new start brought
about by

orld War I and the Revolution in Germany and

.to point out how some of these. though starting
cr atically~

de1n0•

ere t isted or directed to form the_ground

work and support of' a totalitarian f'orm of government-

the Nazi regime.
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CHAPTER IV
THE NAZI PERIOD--1933-1945
The Allied Powers wish to re-educate -Germany.
What were t 1e aims of the Nazi system of education which
the Allies hope to eradicate and replace?

What did the

German teachers of the Nazi period teach?

What provi

sions were made for the training of future leaders and
teachers to perpetuate the "glorious" Third Reich?

How

was the powerful Nazi system of education organized?
Did the educational program extend beyond the schools?
These questions serve to focus attention on some of the
important aspects of the Nazi system of education--its
aims, curriculum, teachers, training program, school
,t ypes and the Hitler Youth Movement .

But before these

problems can be dealt with , another bas:ic question arises.
How did the Nazi's come to power?
Setting
The inflation follovving Vlorld War I
savings of most of the middle class.

iped out the

the stabilization

of the currency in 1924 made money scarce and interest
rates high .

The f -ew plants that were still working

were being put to use for the benefit of a foreign
nation .

Many factories had been "turned into barracks
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for regiments or savages from Northern Africa and labor
battalions from Asia."

(58, p .l03)

Thus the German

teenager of the 1920's did not find much use in learning
a trade.

Neither could he expect to succeed his father·

in the old shop that had belonged to the family for
years, f .o r that too was gone as a result of the war.
The young German felt cheated of his

·Those

birthright~

ho had sought a solution to the unemployment problem
in acquiring a higher education, which during the \Veimar
Republic was open to all, found that masses o( others
had tried a similar solution, resulting in thousands
of unemployed univers1.ty graduates .
The people of Germany became restive and we:re
ready to support any change which promised to restore
. their old status..

They wanted a return to the ordered

security of German life before the war .
·s cape goat tor their misery .

They sought. a

They thought they could

see a solution to their problem in the program of the
Nazi party with Hitler at its head.

---

. N ational Socialism grew slowly at first.
knew how to Vl1n favor with many.

But it

It appealed to the

conservatives through its Prus.s1an spirit, its idea

or

a spacial training for the elite, and its bitter opposi
tion to Marxism.

It avoided complete alienation from

religious groups through the adoption or positive
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Christianity .

It won over the agrarian and industrial

worker by its program of planned economy
comparative security.

Above

a~l ,

hich meant

in its promises of

greatness . for Oerrnany it appealed to adventurers,
visionaries and youthful aspira· ions• ../ In an attempt
to raise t he morale of the defeated G-ermans, the down
fall of Germany

\Yas

"explained" as not being the result

of an unsuccessful war waged by incompetent generals,
but rather as being brought about by the enemy in the
rear, the Jews .

(SSt p . l07)

&s his scapegoat.

Thus Hitler used the Jews

In an effort to keep German feelings

united he diverted the worlcers ' hatred of German capital
ism into a hatred of "foreign" capitalism and "inter
national Jewish bankers".

(35 • p . 513)

Hitler knew that the Germe.ns wanted action.
Shortly after his rise to po er he had succeeded i.n re 
ducing the number of unemployed by eighty per cent .

In

doing this he exeraiaed one of his basic principles••
the end justifi s the means .

Those recently u.n employed

now found themselves engaged in the gigantic rearmament
business or in the building of roads .

Younger members

of society were kept busy in labor camps .
thousands of others

(~ , p . ll7)

left vacant by the Jews .

Hundreds of

were pushed into jobs

Wage earners were obliged to

surrender more than twenty percent of their income to
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pay for the relief of their less f'ortu.."late fellows .
The German \orker was not allowed to organize or strike .
In order to make up somewhat for these restrictions ,
every worker was to re.eeive two vreeks holiday with pay.

--=--
In order

to guarantee its strength, the Nazi

government decreed in 1941 that the German government
was to be a one-party system.

In an effort to establish

the continuity of the Nazi form of government , the
National Socialis ts tried to found their ideas in the
life roots of

~he

the place or work.

peopJ.e--in the. schools, the family,
Thus Nazism became a way of life.

It established itself on the principles of the absolute
power of those in authority, of the ends justifying the
means, and of might being right.
/Aims in Education

The Nazis thought of education as including all
media of information and culture and used it as a
primary means of controlling the nation.

They made a

deliberate effort to· dominate and mold the minds of
growing youth in accordance with a set

pattern~

This

pattern was an outgrowth of the political activity of
the movement rather than a resnlt of

peda~()gical

Nevertheless, Nazi education was very effective.

theory.

An

account or their' ideal me.thod of ·education follows:

4]
Begin with the child when he is three years
old . As soon as he begins to think he gets
a little flag put in his hand . Then follows
the school, the Hitler Youth and military
training.
e do not let him go; and when
adolescence is past , then comes the Arbeit§
rront which takes him again and does not let
him go till he dies, whether he likes it or
not . (35, p.566}
The schools were to develop the particular
strengths and capacities of the individual so that he
mig t better serve the nation .

He was to put loyalty

to the Fuehrer even above loyalty to his family and his
religion.

The model constantly placed before the German

child was the soldierly type ot man who devoted body
and soul to Germany's national resurgence.. This model
was quite different from the former intellectual type .
The transition in heroes was :fairly easy because of
the disastrous number of unemployed university graduates
after World W
ar I.
The Nazis hoped to change some of the traditional
emphases in education./ Actually this had already been
started during the period of the

eimar Republ1c 1 but

they completely disregarded the improvements

or

this

era o:f German histo:ry. / :'hay felt that more attention
should be given to physical development and character
training .

Their definition of character training would

probably differ from that

or

the American.

Whereas the

American would try to develop self discipline or
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self control and truthfulness , the Nazi would emphasize
a stern will and endurance which put the good of the

nation above his own welfare.

Above all , the German

should be taught the superiority of his nation and his
race, and the losses involved in intermixture of the
races.

This emphasis took the form of the "blood and

soil" theory, which permeated the entire curriculum.
Curticulum

A study of German textbooks by the New York Times

(37 1 p.lO) gives a snort overview of the various aspects
or the Nazi curriculum.
pulsory.

The course or study was com

Electives were abolished .

B'iology was slanted to emphasize Rassepkunde
or race studies, with constant stress being put on
preserving the purity of the Aryan race through non

intermixture of races in marriage .

The Aryan was

described as intellectually and physically far superior
to any other race ..

/

1 Tbis

concept of Aryan superiority

is well brought out .in chapters one through six of the
Nazi Primer, a textbook on race and German history vrhich
was studied by every child in Nazi Germany .

(4)

Physics and chemistry were focused on practical
problems which

ould better explain to the children

their tasks in air-raid protection or fire-protection.
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Special emphasis in physics and chemistry was also
given to ersatz materials , especially those which were
essential for the winning of the war.

Chemistry

emphasized the achievement of Nordic German scientists .
Arithmetic problems also aimed to implant the
concept of German success.

Thus addition and subtraction

were put to practical application in the form

~one

German

so dier plus one German soldier equals two German
soldiers" .
by

ttFour English planes minus three shot down -*

the Luftwaffe leaves one English plane ."

(56, p. 109)

There were various theories on the teaching of art .
Rosenberg regarded art as a religion and a means
conquering the world .
fugue of

Bac ~

Thus a portrait

or

or· Rembrandt,

a

, a Gothic cathedral are all e4pressions

of a racial ·soul and serve to spread its ideals to the
rest or the world.

Goebbels on the other hand stated

that art and music were useless if they were not under
stood by the common people .

He therefore regarded art
\.,

as a synonym of beauty and honor .

-<

(27, P• 71, 72)

Mus ic, especially in the lower schools, was used
as an emotional drug for German youngsters.

Many

patriotic songs were sung on trips to parks and hos
pitals in an effort to cheer up the population on the
home front .
Religion was retained in the curriculum, but there
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seems to have been an official fear of instruction in
it .

In 1933

Prayers dealt largely 'tVith the Fuel:J,rer .

the government decreed the closing of non-sectarian
schools and required all children in the future to
attend denominational

schools ~

This apparently relig

ious move had an ulterior motive .
t.~e

The Nazis felt that

non-sectarian schools were Marxist inspired and

conducive to irreverence for authority .

Somewhat later,.

Catholic and Protestant private schools were

forbidd(~m .

Thereafter all schools were controlled solely by the
national governl ent •.
Instruction in geogra hy concentrated on military
and strategical problems, such as lines of communication
on land and on the sea, the ge ographical causes of
Germany's need to fight on more than one front.

The

children were also trained, through excursions into the
co~~trysi de,

to draw simple military maps .

The purpose of history was to prove the validity
of fascist principles .

The course ignored

th~

study of

the government structures of' other countries and con
centrated on German military history and the justice

or

the German cause.

History boo s stated that the

history of the German people is the
wars in defence of its territory .

~tory

of innumerable

They claimed that

what cultural and spiritual unity there rras in Europe
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was the result of German effort.
taught that Germany consisted

or

(4, p.127)

They

three areas, the lands

of the German Reich, the German population territories
and the Ger-man language and cult ra.l influence areas.
One text listed the

ands of the German Reich robbed

from it by the dictate of Versailles.

(4, p.187)

It

stated that Germany was late in the rush for colonies •
. Yet it pointed out that is is 'e ssential that people
win new territoTy when work and feeding capacity is
reached, otherwise the whole standard or living is
lowered.
Education for girls w s to take the form of
education for the future mother .

The role of women in
.

the community in time of -var was also stressed .

vv

1-

.

./

~

In general the Nazis advocated that courses be .
reduced to their

minimum

essentials and that increased

attention be given to vocational train!L1g, physical
tra ining and the molding of the Nazi spirit.
physical training program

The

as permeated by the military·

(

ideal, the ideal of strength and fitness.

To further

assure a healthy population it was compulsory for all
city eh1ldren to spend a year in t e country under the
leadership of farmers and peasants .

Here they were

also 1ndoctrin3ted in Nazi ideology .

This year was

k.."lown as

the Lrandjahr.

u
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Every person in his or her late teens had to spend
six months in a labor eamp .

Here they lived in army

barracks an ·were under strict military discipline .
People of wealthy parentage worked alongside peasant
boys and sons of l aborer·s .

This was a situation which

was unthinkable in pre-Nazi days having been approached

only in theory and occasional practice 1n the ·arty1Q
§.Chule law of t he Weimar Republic under which all child
r en were to spend their first four school years in the
same type of school.

This allowed democratic mingling

rather than a split of the Vorschulen for the wealthy
and the Volksschulen for the poor and middle classes .
l)gministration- -tbe .State
Until 1934, Germany had never had a national
ministry of education.

Control was left to the various

state ministries of church affairs and education, or the
department of education in state ministries of the
interior .

In 1934 however, Bernhard Rust,. then minister

of Prussian education acquired the title and powers of
Reichsminister of Education.

The control of education

for the entire Reich or German nation was in this way
centralized in the ministry at Berlin.
principles

w:~ r~ standardiz}.~· tion,

Rust's guiding

coordination and

a uthoritarianism. · He aimed at standardizing the type
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of instruction, the curriculiun, the examinations, the
teaching salaries and the building program .

He wanted

the program of intellectual training to be the same for
youth from the smallest hamlet to the largest metropolis ,
for he felt this was a method of achieving unity in
Germany/

The American exchange teacher with his back

ground 1n which social studies especially are adapted
to the needs and attitudes of the locality , will realize
the fallacy of this German aim of unity achieved throt;1gh
f'or,ced uniformi

t7,

The author.itarian principle was the basis of the
str1ctly ,delegated powers .

The state named itself as

the only educational agency, the family and the church.
were to educate only by the authority delegated to them
by the state.

The Reich also definitely assigned and

defined the powers and duties of the principal and
teacher .
The Law of April 3 , 1934 states:
The principal represents the school in all
internal and external matters and is wholly
responsible to the school administrative
authorities for the smooth functioning of the
whole school in the spirit of the National
Socialist conception of state.. The principal
is the superior officer or the teachers.
They obey his regulations . Any correspondence
(including complaints against the rulings or
the principal) goes through the hands ,o f tt1e
principal to the higher school authorities.
The principal alone is the deciding person
in all matters of school administration and

'
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cooperation of the teaching body. The
principal -may call staff meetings as often
as he deems necessarY·- usually once a month-
he makes the programs for these meetings and
is required to indicate the topics at least
two days in advance . The staff meetings
shall serve to guarantee the smooth functioning
of the school by discussions or c-ommon problems.
Such meetings are regarded as advisory in
function to the principal . The public is not
invited . The principal is required to satisfy
himself through classroom visits that the work
of his teachers is satisfactory and according
to regulations . The principal may commission
the teachers with .s pecial tasks providing they
·lie within the scope of the official regulations .
The principal has not the right to take discip
linary action against his teachers but must call
in the higher authorities . Along with these
rights and duties the principal is expected to
set an example or loyalty and readiness to
joyful sacrifice for his work \Vith the teachers
and pupils in accordance with the principles
or the National Socialist Weltanseh§Uung .
(27, p. 77)
~

Even during the war the American who may have had

a complaint against his principal could send it through
some channels other than directly through the principal ' s
hand.s .

Although many final decisions are made by the

principal in America , the responsibility rests also on
the school board and the general voting public .

Amer~can

school :faculty meetings are seldom closed to the public .
The American principal usually visits a classroom only
after

c~mplaints

have been made against the teacher .

It is in the delegation

O·f

powers that the contrast

between totalitarian and democratic forms of government
become very definite .
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The Teactvn:

The American exchange teacher may be told that
under Hitler little control was exercised directly over
the teacher.

In a way 1 this is true.

ation was much more subtle than that.

Nazi indoctrin
It based its

teacher selection on Nazi party membership and activities.
Tenure and advancement also depended on the teacher's
support of the party .

What the teacher could or could

not teach in the classroom was in large part taken _c are
of by the textbooks he was permitted to use.

He was

requued to give the Hitler salute and to have his
pupils return likewise at the beginning and end or each
school day.

Many of the older German teachers who had

been brought up and educated previous to the Nazis and
along the lines of liberalism, showed an ingrained
reluctance and ·e ven inability to respond readily to
these customs and theories.
The ideal Nazi teacher was a synthesis of the army
officer and educator.

He set the goals in the classroom.

He firmly held leadership in his own hands.

He was to

have planned and systematic activity and train the will
of his students.

He was to receive the respect and strict

obedience of his pupils.

His authority over pupils both

in and out of school was guaranteed and undue parental
criticism was not tolerated.

Thus though a Nazi parent
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teacher organization exist ed, lts purpose was to unify
in an advisory way the educatibnal ~etivlty of the
school, the home and the state youth.

It was probably

more of an adult indoctrination program than a discu·a sion
group.
Most teachers also belonged to the National Social
ist Teachers .f Bund.

or

This toe was based on the principle

absolute authority.

The heads or committees, or

co:mmittee Fuehrers, were permitted to decide issues
without taking a vote.

Thus. usually,. the mass of the

teachers were merely there to .fill seats; their own
ideas 6 had they opposed or adap ted those of Nazism,
would have been rejected.
The Nazi School System
The schools o:f pre- Nazi Germany were taken over
by the National Socialist State, which gave det:inite
stipul.ations as to what was to b e taught .

But the Nazis

felt that they had to do more than train a generation
of indoctrinated followers.

They needed leaders who in

the future would perpetuate the Nazi way.

Therefore

they selected boys and girls who to them seemed to be
the elite of the na t ion and established sp 3cial schools
for their training .

These schools were the Nazi Haupt

schulen1 the Adolf Hitler schools; the Napole achoola
I

and the Ordensburgen.

~
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The Nazi Hauptsehul§
The Nazi Hauptschule was established to provide
foremen and overseers for German business, industry,
farming and educators trained in Nazi techniques.

Its

educational level was e-quivalent to the four upper
classes of the elementary schools.
National Socialists.

Its teachers were

O:utstanding students from the

Hauptschule were selected to attend the party schools.

--

The Adolf Hitler School§
These we:re established in 1937 in the form of ten
schools on an estate in Bavaria.

Three hundred boys at

the age of twelve. were selected each year from the whole
Reich territory by members of the Nazi party.

They were

chosen on the basis of Aryan parentage, character, ·
a.Qility to lead and athletic skills.

If they possessed

these characteristics it did not matter if their grades
were low.

Neither did the financial standing of the

family make any difference because while living at the
school during · the six-year training period the state
took care of them.

During the first year there was a

thorough weeding-out process.

If at any time a pupil

did not seem to be what the Nazis wanted, he was dis
missed.

If, however, a pupil graduated successfully,
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he was guaranteed a privileged career in the t .op levels
of Nazi leadership.

alternatives .

When he graduated be had three

First, he could enter the university and

prepare for a professional career.
join the army .

Second, he could

Third , he could enter the bureaueraey .

The whole training program eentered about biology

and a study

or

the German Vol):{ .

The race problem and

the need for maintaining Aryan purity were constantly
emphasized..

Nazi Weltanschauung or the National Social

ist attitude toward life and thG world 1n general as
taught by requiring pupils to understand and interpret
contemporary events as stated by party publications and
radio broadcasts.

All pupils were reqa1red to learn

two fo.r eign languages of whieh one was to be Italian.

The latter wa s made compulsory because Italy as the
f 'i rst ne-n German cotmtry to be taken over by the Nazis .
·f

The instructional staff
nazi party .

as also selected by the

They were made up of trained teachers• Nazi

youth leaders and Hitler Youth.

The l atter of'ten had

no acad emic training or teaching experience

or

any sort.

In the early 1940 ' s plans were made to establish

speeia~

schools to train teachers for the Adolf Hitler schools
after the war .

These

or

course were not carried out .

1he Napole SehoolfJ

Whereas the Adolf Bitler schools prepared a select
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group of boys for all types of party and state careers,
the National Political Institutes of Education or Ilapole
schools focused their work more on the preparation of
leaders for the Storm Troopers and the Elite Guards or
for semi military positions in the compulsory labor
service in which every German had to serve.

There were

thirty one of these institutes scattered all over the
Reich.

Many of them were transformed cadet schools or

streamlined versions of the old Prussian military
academies.

Their purpose was to cultivate the soldierly

spirit, a sense of courage, duty and simplicity.

Their

program centered about struggle and competition •

The

curriculum was made up largely of pbysieal training
supplemented by Nazi indoctrination.

All institutes

owned their own horses, automobiles, and motor cycles
for training purposes .

Students were required to take

a full training in operating glider planes .
Since labor service was compulsory for all German
girls, trained women were needed to manage these girl
camps.

Therefore three of the

~birty-one

Napole schools

were for girls .
After an eight-year training program graduates
could either enter the university or choose a career..
Opportunities open to them included positions of leader
ship in the police , the labor service or in the armed
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formations of the Nazi party.
The Ordensburgen
The graduate or the Adolf Hitler school or the
Napole school had to serve his year of compulsory labor
.s ervice and his two years of compulsory military service .
If he then wished to continue in the Nazi program of
leadership training he could apply for admission to the
Ordensburgen .

Before being admitted, however, he had

to spend another period of about three years in practical
activities in Nazi organizations, preferably the Hitler
Youth.

Here he had to show t hat he possessed the

qualities which justified his acceptance into the inner
ranks of the Nazi. elite.
The

historic~l

background of the Ordensburgen is

both interesting and significant .

From the thirteenth

to the fifteenth century the Order of the German Knights
set out to conquer territory for Germany .

Their method

consisted of building a castle on the border of the area
about to be invaded.

Once they had conquered a section

of land they encouraged German settlers to come and
found villages and townships under the protection of the
Order Castle .

The Slav population was subjected and

turned into a mass of serfs serving the military master
race.

Alfred nosenberg, a high-ranking Nazi official ,
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stated that National Socialism was a continuation
Order of German Knights.
purpose of

expa.n~ion

or

Apparently both had the common

by conquest.

There . ere four stages :i.n the training given
Order Castles.

the

t the

The student spent his training period at

each of the four castles according to a predetermined
scheme.

The future lenders spent their first year mainly

in ideological preparation which consisted largely of
race biology and rel ted "sciences".
in the

There· w~s not much

ay of athletics the f'irst year.

The

sec o n~

year,

on the other hand, specializ.e d in athletics and physical
training as for instance in mountain climbing, sharp...
shooting and parachute jumping.

The third stage con•

sisted of a year and a half of political training and
physiea.l education connected wi:th mountain

~ports

and

military skills to be employed in mountain · ar.fare.
The last stage consisted of a year and a half of polit•
ioal training with special emphasis on the Eastern
Question.

This Eastern Question concerned the problem

of German expansion to the

East ~

the natural living

space of the master race, which had a rigbt to dominate
the in.ferior breed

of the native Slav populations.

To

provide the ideal·setting for t h is f'ourth phase of ' their
education, their last castle of residenc e was in Jfarienburg
in Eastern Germany.

...
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The Hitler Youth
~

One of the factors that doomed the We imar Republic
was its inab ility to provide German youth with a substi
tute for the traditional attractions of militarism and
the emotional appeal of the unifoJ;"m. ) In 1926 when the
Hitler Youth was founded, German youth were still free
to choose their allegiance .

Yet masses flocked to this

newly formed organiza tion which promised military discip
line and subordination.

The requirement for membership

was that the youth be pure Aryan or have less than one
fourth defilement in his blood.
There 1ere three stages in the youth movement for
the boys and two stages for the girls .

At six years of

age the boy became a f).mpr. · The slogan of his manual
was""clinch your teeth, boys, endure:"

(35, p.575)

He

was lightly clad and sometimes marched fifty miles a day.
Before a flag dipped in the' blood of a. martyred Nazi he
recited at his promotion to the Jungvolk this oath:

In the presence of this bloodflag which represents
our Fuehrer, I swear to devote all my energies,
all my strength to the savior of our country,
Adolf Hitler. I am vtilling and ready to give up
my life for him, so help me God. One Peoplej
one Nation,. one Fuehrer. (65, p.59l
At the age of ten a boy became a jJIDgyolJi.

Here he

received training similar to what he had when he

~as

a

Pimpf, except that his physical and military exercises
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were more strenuous.

At fourteen, he beeaine-a rnember

of the Hitler Jugend.

Here he studied German culture ,

Nazi ideology, military geography, sciences, a foreign
language, military tactics, flying, gliding, parachute
jumping, and dive-bombing .

Each year was assigned a

definite theme, as for example "Health is Power" and
ttEvery Youth a Flyer.• "

The Hitler Jug_end bad camps in

which they spent a part of each year; they organized
sports for boys throughout Germany; they sent thousands
of boys yearly to foreign countries; and they brought
many more thousand foreign boys to Germany every year.
At the age of ten girls could become members
of the JungmldeJ,.

They took part in many forms of phy

sical activity, wore uniforms and- were taught the duties
of women to the state especially as regarded motherhood.
· At fourteen they became members of the

~ Deut§ehe~:·

gdel and were instructed further in their duties as
mothers and housewives.,

Great stress was also placed

on Nazi ideology.
In 1933 all other youth organizations including
the German Boy eccuts and the Catholic and Protestant
youth grou.ps, were gradually dissolved .

Then in 1939

membership in the Hj,tlet Jugend was made eornpulsory
for all boys and girls between the ages -of ten and
eighteen.

The Hitler Jugend took a great deal of the
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children's time away from home and school.

But they

were told to le.t school attendance ,

l~ssons

and home

activities take a secondary place.

Scrap collections

of paper , fat and metals, and physical fitness programs

were to have precedence .

If a pupil was absent repeat

edly from Hitler Jugend activities , he was punished by
fine or imprisonment.
An executive order of March 25, 1939 introduced
two revolutionary principles into the status of German
youth between ten and eighteen:

First, the youth service

duty (Jugenddienstpflicht) and, second, the youth service
arrest (Jugenddienst§lrrest).

This is the only case known

in history in which a government imposed compulsory duty
on children as young as ten years of age and puni.sbed
them for noncompliance .

The youth under arrest was

kept in a building of the Ministry of Justice.

For a

minor misdemeanor he was locked up for a w-eekend 1n a
solitary cell and fed only bread and water.

He had to

sleep on a wooden bed without the usual mattress and
bedding.

For longer periods of confinement the youth

was allowed to use the light in his cell only to the
extent to .wbich darkness at night exceeded twelve hours .
He was not allowed to receive visitors or write letters .,

although at times he was permitted to communicate with
his parents.
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This chapter had not brought in many American
parallels, mainly because the contrast betv;een Nazi
authoritarianism and American democracy is so great.
This chapter hn s tried to point out some of the methods
which the Nazis used
na tion according

to

n their attempt to mold an entire

their pattern and ideal.

It is only

through an acquaintance with these methods that the
American exchange teacher can come to realize the
tremendous role that education played in the Nazi
syst~m.

It 11as a very effective system and it will

take a good deal of re... education to eliminate a large
part of its harmf"ul effects on the German people'.,
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CHAPTER V
GERMAN EDUCATION SINCE 1945
The purpose of this chapter is twofold.

First,

it will attempt to present the dif ficulties faced by
the United States in determining a satisfactory solution
to the problem of German re-education.

SecoQd, it will

try to present the American exchange teacher with a
clear and concise view of the present system of education
1n Germany, its organization, administration, curriculum

and the methods and materials of teaching.
During the last half century the United States
has fought two very costly wars with Germany.

Therefore

it is America's objective to prevent future German ag
gression.

The Allies in 1945 could disarm Germany, but

the job of continuing this disarmament far into the
future is both expensive for the occupying powers and
aggravating to the Germans, merely ·sowing hatred and a
desire for revenge.

Zink states that there are two

possible long-range solutions to the prevention of
future German aggression.

(66, p.l65)

Morgenthan,

Roosevelt's Secretary of the Treasury,. advocated the
complete removal of all forms of industry from Germany,
thus making it a pastoral country, which could fight
no wars .

This would have ruined the German economy and
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would have resulted in mass unemployment in Germany.
Zink's first possible solution is more extreme and se:vere
even than this.

It suggested the complete extermination

of the German people by wholesale .s laughter or deporta 
tion to other countries and the settling of people from
other nations in what is no\"1 Germany.

This proposal has

a familiar ring to Hitler's treatment of the Jews, but
it is inhumanly ruthless and absolutely repulsive and
i mpossible to the American.. The second method suggested
is to permeate Germany with a spirit o'f democracy and
an interest in other countries so that they do not want
to

fight~

The only way of doing this is through educa

tion, an education which like that of the Nazis, uses
every form and media of communication and establishes
itself in the very roots of their way of lif.e --in the
family, the school and the church.

This is the solution

which America attempted.
The policy of the American Military Government
was based on the assumption that the reconstruction of
German educa-tion was the task of the Germans themselves,
acting under ·broad directives from the United States
Office of Military

Gover~_ment

in Berlin.

Democracy is

a way of life which in its very essence cannot be
imposed but only encouraged and imitated, until gradually
it beeomes ingrained in the life of a people .

The

'
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policy of the American government with respect to
Ger•many was expressed as the "observe, advise and assist"

formula.

The American occupat:ton officials theoretically

tried to enc ourage the giving of new life to the best
of German c ulture r ·a ther than bringing in things Am rican.
Setting
~fuen

the Ameriean Mllitary Goverrunent occupied

Germany in May of 1945 it was faced

w1 th

t he

lmost

insurmountable woblem of re•establishing normal con
ditions of life.

Some of the l a rger cities had been

al most completely bombed out, leaving inadequate housing•
t housands of dis placed persons, no city government am
no transportation.

Many people were on the verge of

starvation. · The basic needs of food and shelter had
to be :sr ovided in some f'orm before schools could be set
up.

In order to prevent any further teaching of the

Nazi doctrine all schools were ordered elosed until

.further notice.
The Educational and Relig i ous Affairs Branch of
the Office of Milit ary Government for Germany was
responsibl e for educntional r econstruction and r eform .
It \Ja s faced wi t h the problems of :rr oviding adequate
building s , textbook

and te achers and of bringi ng t he

schools back into operat ion.

The first schools to be
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opened in the Reich were those at Aachen on June 4, 1945'.
Seven hundred pupils in the first four grades were ex
pected to attend classes in ten reconditioned school
houses .

After careful screening, eighteen women,. two

nuns, and two men were authorized to teach tw<;> approved
subjects only, reading and arithmetic .
Most of the other Volksschu1en
October 1, 1945'.

we~e

reopened on

The pupil-teacher ratio was eighty

four to one and even then half a million children were
not in school due to the fact that more than half of the
former teachers had been eliminated by the American
depazificat1on program., in accordance with the principle
that "no indispensable Nazi existed" .

(55, p . l04)

Screening Teachers--The Fragebogen
Every teacher \Vho hoped to teach in the ·· post-war
schools of Germany bad to measure up to the requirement
for political purity as determined by the Frageaogen or
be dismissed from his job.

The F):agebogen was an eight

page questionnaire which in a hundred and thirty-one
exhaustive questions turned the spotlight on the person's
inte·rests and activities. It left nothing obscure,. ~t
showed the organizations to which a person had belonged •

.

Membership in the Nazi party or any of its affiliated
organizations automatically dismissed a teacher from
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his job.· Yet membership in the Lehrez:by.nd, a Nazi
teachers• organization was compulsory under a directive
issued

by

Hitler, with dismissal for those teachers who

did not comply·.

It is hard to see how any teacher could

'h ave taught under both the Nazi and the American system
under this two-way elimination.

The Fragebogen also

took into account a person's employment record, speeches,
writings, sources of income, church affiliation, travel,.
and whether he had acquired property which had been
seized from others for religious or racial reasons .
The answers were evaluated by anti-Nazis, displaced
persons · and United States Army personnel who had lived
in Germany before the war.

Then the FJ:agebogen, together

with the action sheet, would be returned to the Education
and Religious Affairs officer marked

0

dismissal, 0

udiscretionary dismissal," or ttretentiontt.

After exam

ining the sheet the education officer could either
agree or disagree with the marking·.
Each week a list of dismissed teachers was
printed by the American Military Government in columns
of the paper.

When a name appeared there, the person

was prohibited not only from following his profession,
but lost retirement and pension rights.

But these

Germans exercised their ingenuity and found a flaw in
the application of the FJ:sagebogen.

After they had been
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dismissed as unfit to teach in the public schools, they
started to give private lessons, sometimes teaching
German to American soldiers, at other times instructing
Germans in English.
~ere

Many of these dismissed teachers

making twice as much instructing American soldiers

as they

~·muld

have received in the school system, and

they were given meals and cigarettes in addition .

It

was not long, however, before the American Military
Government found out about this rather clever evasion
and took measures to clos.e the gap .

Thereafter all

teachers were required to register and be approved by
the American Military Government before giving private
classes.
Teachers perm!tted to teach were warned to uphold.
three principles.

First, they were to avoid inculcating

any Nazi doctrine.-

Second , they were to put no emphasis

o{l physical training from a military standpoint.

Third,

they were to refrain from all types of political influ
ence upon their pupils .
Teacher Shortage
Several steps were taken to alleviate the teacher
shortage crisis.

First, the American Military Government

accepted married women who had not been permitted to
teach before in the schools.

Second, teacher candidates
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who had left school £or war service before entering

actual teacher ti-aining were accepted as teaching
candidates after they had taken a

three- month refresher

Third, classes were run on shifts , usually with

course"

jus.t two , but at times with as many as four shifts · a

day .

The latter started with the first shift early in

the morning and had the fourth shift at night .

Fourth,

many untrained people were permitted to teach.

German

teachers very m;u.eh resented this measure be.cause to

them it meant a lowering in standards and self-esteem
o£ the teaching force in, general.

They therefore

repeatedly deny that there was anything like an emer•
gency teaching certif'1eate or untrained teacher who
taught , even during the teacher ahQrtage .

However,

the Hessian Ministry of l3!ducation reported in March
of

~947

that thirty-three percent of the elementary

school teachers were untrained.

older teachers

Fifth; many of the

ere brought back into teaching.

Thua

fourteen percent of the teachers in Hesse were over
sixty years of age in 1947 .

(45 , p . 2)

Sixth, forty

two teacher- training institutions had been reopened or

created . anew by mid 1946 .
Textbooks

Even more acute than the teacher shortage was

-.

.
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the lack ;Of the proper textbooks because the Nazis had
burned all those used prd.o:r. to 1935 arid those published
since 1935 were saturated with Nazi ideology.

The

United States attacked this problem almost a year before
the war ended and decided that there were t wo possible
solu,tions.

One was to reprint·texts used prior to the

Nazi regime; the other was ·to .vr1te new ones.
After considerable search it was discovered that
the library of Teachers College at Columbia University
contained about twelve hundred volumes of textbooks
used in pre-Hitler Germany.

(56, p.109)

Washington

enlisted the aid of Dean William Russell and Dr. Thomas
Alexander and others at the Teachers Coll$ge in select
" ing and re-editing two hundred and twenty-seven books
for ultimate adoption.

An

attem~ t

was made to revise

texts so as to strike out the material embodying extreme
concepts of German nationalism, but time did not permit
anything like a thorough revision.

The next problem

was to get these texts printed sa that they could be
used when the German schools were opened.

American

publishing facilities were so strained that there was
little chance that the books could be published there.
British presses were also badly behind in the.ir work
but there was some possibility for printing a large
number of books if paper could be found.

Finally,

..
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however , most of the books were printed by German presses .
The tv;o hundred and twenty-:seven selected texts were
microfilmed in the United States and reduced to twenty
six reels .

They were flown overseas in July , 1944,. and

kept in England until the end

f

the war .

For the first

authorized post-war classes , 45, 000 copies of six read
ers and three arithmetics were printed in Aachen and
Bonn.

By 1950 the United States Government had printed

approximately fourteen million German textbooks involving
about six hundred titles .
Each American education officer was given the
choice of either taking the above mention•d texts or
of parmitting the Germans to revise their oTtm texts .
subject to the approval of American Military Government
headquarters .

Many of these officers felt that if

textbooks were to be effective they had to grow out of
the thinking of the people whose children they were to
serve .

Therefore they let the Germans take the

initiative in rewriting their ·own texts .

This gave the

German teachers an opportunity to go over their mater
ials to see what was wrong with them and make necessary
changes.

In this way they were also able to retain much

of what they had had before and could work with familiar
materials and use methods of instruction. in which
had been trained .

~hey

In their revision committees they
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also learned some of the principles-of cooperative
action.

The only criticism was that

man~

of these

revised texts \Vere not of the best quality in content
because the teachers who had prepared them were not
scholars.
The Germans were required to turn in all their
Nazi textbooks.

Of those turned in all the history

books and eighty per cent of the other German texts .
were ground to pulp and converted into writing pads
for school use .
The American Military Government encountered
resistance to the new books by many teachers.

One

teacher did not distribute the books to her class.

She

claimed to lecture out of the new books but ·said she
was afraid to let the pupils have the book themselves
because then they would not listen carefully.

(52; p.98)

Other teachers let the pupils have the books but
supplemented them thoroughly with the German national
istic viewpoint..

One teacher dealt witb the unit on
'

East Prussia by telling her pupils that tbis is a
German land whic.h must come back to Germany because
Germany needs more Lebensraum..

She told them that

many Germans were driven aut of East Prussia and
wanted to go home .
of the

Germa~s

She told them about the suffering

who were still in East Prussia.

This
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would all be \Tell if 1t were not that this same feeling
was behind Hitler•·s effort to regain Danzig and that
this mqre was the spark that

~

t off World War II.

§chool Buildings
Buildings for schoolrooms formed another immed-
iate probleo that had to be met . . Not pnly had many
former schools been completely or partly destroyed by
bombing, but many of those in fairly good condition
had been requisitioned for use by the Military Govern
ment or the army..

Equipment, especially in the way of

libraries and laboratories had been badly damaged-

The

immediate problem \Vas solved by using in shifts those
buildings which w:ere available.

Classes were ·he.l d

wherever facilities were available.

Some elementary

schools were conducted in air raid bunkers vvhich, of
course, had no vvindows .

The corridors leadin'g to ·

these dank and cramped classrooms were so dark that
pupils had to light matches to see their way.
Building materials were almost impossible to
secure, so reconstruction went on at a ·s nail ''s pace .
One school admitted only students who could bring a
pane of glass with their· other credentials.
ing was soon reglazed.

{44, p.3)

The

build

At several univer

sities, students had to spend six months at helping
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to reconstruct university buildings before they were
admitted to classes .. Many of the German high schools
taught their pupils in manual tra ining elass.es to make
desks and other furniture to equip the school..
The long-range problem was solved by having
German architects visit the United States to get ideas
for the building of new schools.

Since the schools

had to be built anew anyway they might just as well be
modern and suited to the latest t ype of teaching meth
ods, "wVith ta'b les and chairs rather than rows of desks
and so on.

The German architects returned,

c~mp laining

that Germany was too poor to construct such buildings.
Therefore subsequent groups of architects were sent to
Scandinavian countries where they were amazed and
stimulated by the modern design and new construction
concepts in Denmark, Sweden and Finland, e\ren though
the latter ,country had suffered extensive destruction
and pos t war economic difficulties .

They found· that

one-story sehool buildings with movable furniture and
extensive sound proofing could be built at no greater
cost than their old type of construction.

Plans were

made for t he construction of a few modern schools ln
each state in order to influence the course of future
construction.
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Other· Chang~s
i'he German schools in 1945 needed teachers, text
books and building space .

These physical needs \1ere

provided by the United States Military Government.

But

the American Occupation group wanted to see also a change
in the spirit and atmosphe-re of the German schools.
They hoped to see the caste system of education elim
inated.

In its place they hoped to see a one-track

system in which all pupils attended the same basic type
of school.

They hoped to provide free schooling and

learning materials for all children throughout the
period of compulsory school attendance:.

They advocated

a single salary schedule for teacners .

They encouraged

the establishment of

Parent~Teacher

organizations.

They advocated an expansion of the social studies
curriculum with an emphasis upon citizenship education
and international understanding..

They emphasized the

need for research and experimentation in education so
that school instruction would keep up with the times .
They advocated a guidance program 1n the-· schools•
These are but a few of the fifty-seven recommend
ations made to German educators at the Berchtesgaden and
Bad Nauheim conferences til October of 1948 and December
of 1949., respectively .

Throughout the recommendations

rtins the spirit of democracy.,

In keeping with the
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"observe, advise and assist" formula of both the Office
of Milita?y Government, United States Zone, and its
successor the High

Commissior. ~ r

of Germany these

recommendations merely took the form of repe ted sugges
tions and persuasion rather than comman •

An attempt

was made to have German teachers see many of these
principles at work in the American schools through the
German-American teacher exchange program vrhereby several
hundred German teachers visit American schools every
year.
PRESENT SCHOOL SYSTEM
Up to th1.s point this thesis has dealt mainly
with the historical aspect of German education.
what

auld th., American exchange teaehe

in

But

in regard

to schools if he came to an average German town today?
/

This question will be answered by giving an account of
the organization, administration, curriculum, methods
and materials of the present day German schools.
Organi~51tion

In the United States Zone of Germany school
attendance is compulsory between the ages of six and
fourteen years .

If a child is absent without excuse

the school contacts the parents.

If parents -. do not
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cooperate, a police inspector v1sitis the home.

Thus

all German children at the age of six enter the Volks
schule or elementary school.

·.

The first four years of

this Volksschule are required of all children and are
known as the Grundschule or basic school.

At the close

of the Grundsehule the forked system of German education
begins.

When the child is about ten years old, the

parents and the teacher decide whether he is to be put
on the register of some particular secondary school for
the purpose of taking its examination.

The entrance

examination itself is largely in the hands of the sec
ondary school .
type.

It is subjective, being of the essay ·

There are no pre-standards set up for judging

the product, so that different persons reading the
examination often arrive at very different scores.
It appears that mental capacities and scholastic apti
tudes are less a factor in a pupilrs acceptance than is
the social and economic background of the family.
(51, p •.5)

This claim was justified by constructing an

original group intelligence test and administering it
to representative boys in the eighth year of schooling,
both in the elementary and secondary schools.

The

results showed that although the boys attending second
ary school were on the whole above the average in
intelligence., there were a large number

of

boys of
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equally high intelligence in the elementary school .
If the chil d is accepted at the secondary school
or Hoehere Sc.hule, his chances for comp leting it are
about or,e i n four .
Sc,hulen .

There a r e various types of Hoehere

Among these are the Huma istische GymnasiUf!h

Realgyzsngsium, Oberrealschule , Obers chule , and Aufb&u
schule .

The

R uma,gis t iSc he ~

G:ymnasium requires both

Latin and Greek, the Rea l gy~~as ium only Latln, and a
modern l anguage , the Oberre a lschul e only mod rn lan
guages .

The Obers chule specializes in modern languages

sc ienc e or home economics .

The Aufbauschule takes

pupils who at first had planned only to complete the
eight-year Volksschule and prepares the m for the Abit ur.
11 secondary schools prepare f or this Abitur or exam

ination ±;or graduation fro m secondary school .

If a

pup il pa sses this successfully he .may enter a univers ity
or institution of higher educat ion .
Eac h teache r

pre ~a re s

a gro up of questions in h is

fi eld for the pupils of his school who a re about to take
t he Abitur.

These ques t ions a re submitted to the Stat e

school supe rvisor f or approval .

He may choose t wo or

three questions fr om the group as tho•·e t o be unswer ed
by all the .bitur candidate s at t ha t school .
are grade d by the teacher of the course .

The paper s

Then they are

l eft a t a cert a in pl ace w 4ere they · w y be i nspe cte d by

-

----- - -

- - - - ---- --

--- - - - - -
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any ot er teacher and the grade challenged.

If the grade

given is challenged, a reason must be given .

The final

decision a s tc.. the grade is left 1ith the classroom
teacher.

A sm:1ll .number of pupils attend the

Mittel~chule ,

w1ich provided instruction through the tenth grade.
About thr .e fourths of

thos ~

completing the fourth grade

remain in the Volksschule for anot her four years , after
~. ic

many o

them continue part-time tra ining in a

Berufs s chule or Vocational School
apprentices .

hile also working as

Pupils attending the vocational schools

usually sp end from five hours to one school day a 'fveek
at school and receive training in trade or industry,
commerce, agriculture, or home economics.

When they

are seventeen years of age, most of them

ec.ome full

time tndustrial vrorkers,.

rr they wish to better them

selves, they rna • attend special ·or master sehools known
as Fgch und Meisterschulen.

Only about four per cent

do this .
If pupils wish to do so, they may substitute one
year of full-time attendance for the three years of
part-time attendance .

Only about five per cent or all

pupils use this plan .

Usually - they ar e girls attending

home econonics schools .
German schools are thus traditionallJr t

10

track,
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that is, at the age of ten the pupils decide which type
of an education they wish to obtain.

Depend1ng on this

decision they go either to the secondary schools to
prepare for the university or they continue in the
and prepare for

a

trade.

German schools also

traditionally separate boys and girls.

In sorne small

country schools where there are not enough children to
have two schools, boys and girls will have classes
together,

Otherwise coeducation is seldom found.

Religion also plays an important part in the
organization of the schools.

Confessional or

Most German schools are

ekenntnisschulen, that is they are

either Catholic or Eiangelical.

Thus Evangelical child-

ren are taught by Evangelical teachers
schools.

n Evangelical

The same is true of Catholic children.

If an

area is predominantly Catholic and there are not enough
Evangelica]. children to justify the establishment of

another school, they attend the Catholic school but are
not required to take part in the Catholic religious

exercises.

Instead they receive religious instruction

from their own minister.

In some areas with populations

of mixed religious faiths there are Gemeinschtsschulen.

These are non denominational, and pupils are not

separated except for classes in religious instruction.
The tendency for this type of school is growing, because
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the population movement resulting from bombings and
war mixed the population , so that few areas are still
predominantly Catholic or Evangelical.
The organization of classes in Germany is not the
same as it ·is in America where each pupil in high school

..

. seems to· have a differe.nt schedule .

In Germany a class

or common age group is broken up into smaller groups of
~erhaps .

thirty pupils .

This group stays together all

day and takes the same courses .

These courses are not

the same every day as they are in American high schools
but rather follow the American college pattern in which
only two or three hours a week are dE!voted to any one
course .
Some German schools are ·also organized to allow
f .o_r ability grouping .

Thus rapid learners and robust

youngsters are in one class ..

Pupils who have difficulty

learning are placed in the Forcier classes..

In this way

the differences between the "besttt and the "worst" are
not so marked .

There are also special classes for the

handicapped children, as for instance those with speech
and hearing defects .

The teachers work individually

with each child and are specially trained to cover the
same amount of w.ork in the same amount of time as the
normal classes .

If special teachers and facilities are

not available, German teachers provide for handicapped
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children, the short sighted, and hard of hearing, by
letting them .Sit on the front benches in the classroom.
Administration
Except tor the period of' the Hitler Regime, the
school system in Germany has always been under state
or Jtaender control.

This "bas rf!sulted in a great var

iety of school laws, reforms and curricula.

An

effort

has been made to coordinate somewhat these many var
ieties by establishing a Coordinating Office in Bonn.
It does not have a legislative function ..
Each state has its system ot education highly
organized- Wlder the

~

Ministry of Education, \Vhich

is divided into various parts, each dealing with a
particular type of school or aspect of education, as
for example secondary schools, vocational schools,
radio and music.

There is little coordination between

the different kinds of schools and programs.
The field organizat ion of the states is centered
in the Kreis or county.

Each Stagtkrei§ (city county)

and tandkteis (rural county) has a Sehqlamt (school
office) headed by a

Schulra~

(school superintendent).

It is his duty to supervise the Vplksschulen of his
county and usually the intermediate and vocational
:Schools.,

The German local school board is _c hosen by
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the local legislature and is responsible for school
administration only insofar as it does not interfere
with the authority of the state.

This is quite differ

ent from the school board which the American exchange
teacher is. used to where the board is elected by the
voters and has its own taxing powers.

The local govern

ment in Germany conducts and operates the school build
ing, provides teaching aids and materials, and looks
after the health and welfare needs of its pupils.

The

state prepares the educational programs, supervises the
work of all schools, and appoints and pays the teacher.
The term Schultraeger or school supporter· is the
name given to the agency that serves as custodian of
school properties and pays the physical costs.

There

are two main sources of finance, the state and the
local community, which pay the personnel and material
costs of the schools.

Some of the technical schools

are supported in part by commercial and industrial
organizations.
In general there is no tuition in the public
elementary, intermediate, secondary and part-time voc
ational schools.

If tuition is required, some provision

is made in the form of a scholarship or other aid for
needy and capable students.

There is also a trend

toward providing free taxtbooks for children ·of
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compulsory school age.

In other cases books are rented

for a small sum.
Curricg.lum
The Germans have a real talent for specialized
education but they do not understand general education
in the sense that Americans receive it .

The German

expects to learn this aspect of personal development
outside the classroom.

At the secondary level both

the vocational schools and the academic high schools
have highly specialized curricula .

The one is subject

matter centered, the other is dominated by vocational
training.

This tends to produce the specialist who is

docile and accepts easily an expression of authority
from above .

His inclination is . to obey, not to question •.

There is a general feeling among ·German teachers
that i .t is the duty of a child to learn his subject
matter or job skills and to know the answers..
the guiding purpose of his school life.

This is

Thus school

assignments are very heavy and unless a pupil is bright
he has difficulty keeping up .

Many parents are afraid

that the child will become ill from so much study and
complain to school authorities .

This is one of the

main reasons that teachers object to parent-teacher
meetings .
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The first four years of the Vqlk§schule are spent
in learning the fundamentals of the three R's.

From the

second through the fourth grade, Heimatkunde , a study o£
local history and geography is included .

Physical edu

cation, art and religion are also studied.

The second

four years offer a curriculum which is inferior in com
parison to that of secondary education.

The titles of

the subjects may be the same but the course conterit is
quite different,ror the upper Volksschule and the sec
ondary school,. the l a tter being far more thorough _and
academic in its nature..

Sec.ondary schools also have a

smaller pupil-teacher ratio and better-prepared textbooks .
Even the secondary schools leave much to be desired.
Electives are rare, and one particular community can
hardly support the many different types of secondary
school; thus a child .must usually take what is offered
in the local community rather than what his
and aptitudes might lead toward.

L~terests

The charts found on

the next page will give· some indication of the offer
ings of t he VQlksschUle and the various types of
secondary schools .
A few special aspects of German education may
be of interest to

~he

American exchange teacher .

Eng

lish is a requirement in most schools of the American
zone .

German students spend a whole morning in cooking

classes rather than just two hours . as . .;fs done 1n American
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Volksschule Offerings

(43, p. 47)

In per cent of total schedule
Courses

Lower four
grades
(Grundscbule)

Upper grades
(grades 5 to 8)

Religion
Heimatkunde
German
Wri'ting
History
Geography
Natural Sciences
Aritr~etic and Geometry
Drawing
Music
Gymnastics
Others

15. 4

12 . 8
0
23 . 2 .

Total

13 . 2
25 . 2

7. 7
0
0
0

15.4
5. 1
6. 4
9. 0
2. 6
100 . 0

0

6. 4
6. 4
10 . 4

18.4
6. 4
6. 4

9. 6
0

100 . 0
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schools.
I

In Germany t here are not many extra-curricular
activities.

There are several reasons for this.

the students have a great deal of homework.

First,

Second,

many of them live quite a distance from the school and
must commute by bicycle, bus, train or on foot.
times

it.

school.

At

takes a pupil an hour and a half to get to
The school usually has a party only onee or

t wice a year.

Often, however , the whole class will

. s pend a day or a weekend in the woods , bringing food

from home .

Some schools require each pupil who wishes

to participa te in activities to pay twenty "Qf§mnig a
month.

He may then use the school facilities f or

playing

~hess,

rowing, and in some schools for playing

tennis.
Method s and

Ma~erlals

of Teaching

The German way of life is dominated

y the spir it

of authority and the dEtsire that children become "proper"
and dignified young adults.

Since the school is the

place where children spend a large part of their child
hood and youth, it

v.r~ s

with harsh discipline.

up to the school to train :gupils
Thus German schools have a

tradition of corporal punishment.

When the American

Military Government took over Germany , it t r·ied to govern
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by democratic means..

Therefore, it let the parents of

Bavaria vote on whether or not they approved of corporal
punishment .

They did, so it was continued.

German pupils have also been taueht to jump to
attention whenever a teacher or visitor enters the room.
The older teachers still require this practice although
many of the younger teachers have discontinued it.
In the schools there is a tendency toward en
couraging the pupil to be a productive worker rather
than a passive listener .

There has also been an effort

toward developing student planning and responsibility
in · such simple things as providing flowers and bulletin
board displays for the classroom..
Audio visual aids, especially in the form of films ,
have found a rather important place in many
schools•

rman

Here is a method whereby the ways of life in

foreign lands can be projected into the lives of peopl e
many miles away.

As people see that others are not

really so vary different from themselves they turn to
friendship rather than to hatred .
the beginning of tolerance and

Thus knowledge is

to~~rance
. . ...

is the begin

~- ~~~

ning of understanding.

Here is .an · opportunity for an

interchange of ideas between Cllltures.
There are several obstacles to the success of
audio visual aids.

The university, vocational,
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secondary and technical schools simply do not find time
for them.

They do not feel that the films contribute

enough to their program to justify their use as a part
of the classwork .

Mar~

school officials are afraid that

the sound film will substitute for the teacher .

Parents

feel that the sound films make the te.J.cher•s job too
easy .

German school officials also claim that American

sound films are child centered rather than subject
centered as their silent films are .

The American sound

film, they say , does not present enough subject matter
to j ustify its use in their regular school program.
Therefore many teachers do not dare to sbow films
during regular school t i n1e but do so after school in
stead .

There is usually an enthusiastic response in

the form of a l arge audience even if the children must
pay a small sum for admission .

Usually the parent

organizations collect enough money to pay for renting
the films ..
Due to the large numbe r of requests for films,
they must be

arr~nged

for long in advance.

Thus some

times the films arrive for showing at a time when the
class has not yet di scussed the particular topic to be
shown.

Often many films are shown on the same day because

not all schools have a projector available .

The teacher

seldom has an opportunity to preview a film.

Thus the

.,
audio visual program leaves much to be desired , but it
is making rapid progress in popularity and in recogni
tion of its use as a teaching aid .
The German schools have two traditional examina
tions.

Several other examinations are rather important

in the life of the pupil.

At the age of ten he takes

an essay examination to determine whether he may enter
a secondary school .

Later a pup il will take the Abitur

or examination for graduation from secondary school
which will determine whe ther he can go on to college.
Many pupil s also take the state examinations in the
various professions and vocations because a certificate
of success usually means a better position .

On the

whole these examinations are of the subjective type
and the standard, attained depends largely on the
attitude of the

grader~

Germany has not done much

research in the direction of objective testing although
a small group of German psychologists and educators
became i nterested in the work of Alfred Binet and
prepared a German version of the Binet Intelligence
scale, later known as the Binet-Bobertag test .

This

was usee mainly by doctors and in the sel ection of
students for special schools and classes for mentally
handicapped children.
_...--

In 1925 Dr . Bobertag and Prcfessor
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Hylla published a set of tests to determine the inte l 
ligence of pu ils about to make the decision between
entering the secondary school or continuing ,in the
Volkss chule .

This was known as Begabungspruefung fuer

den Uebergang von der Grundschgle Zur RQeheren Scbule .
In 1927 Hylla published a book on tests entitled
%E;stpruefungeg der Intelligenz .

In 1932 :Bobertag .:1nd

Hylla published a standardized group intelligence test
similar to the Otis Self-Administering Test ,

v1h i~h

was

widely used in vocatiora l guidance of students leaving
the elementary school at the age of about fourteen .
They also published two standardized series of achieve
ment tests , covering silent read ing, -language usage ,
vocabulary , spelling, number and arithmetical reasoning
for the fourth grade .
Hylla joined the staff of the Military .Government
Education Branch as a Gerrnan consultant in 19il5 and
played a leading role in the development of a testing
program fro m that time .

Many of the universities and

teachers' workshops worked on various types : of tests
for different age levels .

Several of these are German

versions of American tests, as for example the Stanford
Binet and the Wechsler-Bellevue .
Guidance and counselling as understood by the

l' -
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American exchange teacher is practically non existant
in German schools.

Thus the ten-year old in his deci

sion to go to either trade school or the university
seldom takes into consideration interests, aptitudes,
abilities or physical health.

When the time comes for

hirn to choose a trade, the choice again is rather
haphazard, often being determined by an arbitrary
assignment to an apprenticeship .

The school itself

is not responsible for assigning a student as an
apprentice .

This is a function of the labor office

w ich gives a pupil information about different occup

ations to help him d_e cide to which vocation
to be apprenticed .
exerted .

e wishes

Often, hm"lever , there is pressure

For example in Essen workers are desperately

needed for the coal

~ines.

The employment offi ces

often refuse to place a pupil anywhere except in the
coal mine.

This forcing into an occupation is a far

cry from vocational guidance .
Germa · needs to exchange educational ideas with
other countries of the world .

She should also

evelop

an extensive program of research in education.

Modern

theories of teaching should be brought out in teacher
workshops .
This chapter has tried to show some of the
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i mmed i a te pos t war problems in German education and the
attempts of both the American government and the German
-

people to solve them.

It has also attempted

t~

present

the current system of German education to the American
exchange teacher.
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